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SYSTEMATIC REVIEW

Predicting postpartum haemorrhage: A systematic
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and improve maternal outcomes.
and ascertain suitability for clinical use.
Materials and Methods: MEDLINE, CINAHL, Embase, and the Cochrane Library
were searched using combinations of terms and synonyms, including ‘postpartum
haemorrhage’, ‘prognostic model’, and ‘risk factors’. Observational or experimental
studies describing a prognostic model for risk of PPH, published in English, were
included. The Critical Appraisal and Data Extraction for Systematic Reviews of
Prediction Modelling Studies checklist informed data extraction and the Prediction
Model Risk of Bias Assessment Tool guided analysis.
Results: Sixteen studies met the inclusion criteria after screening 1612 records.
All studies were hospital settings from eight different countries. Models were developed for women who experienced vaginal birth (n = 7), caesarean birth (n = 2),
any type of birth (n = 2), hypertensive disorders (n = 1) and those with placental
abnormalities (n = 4). All studies were at high risk of bias due to use of inappropriate analysis methods or omission of important statistical considerations or
suboptimal validation.
Conclusions: No existing prognostic models for PPH are ready for clinical application. Future research is needed to externally validate existing models and potentially develop a new model that is reliable and applicable to clinical practice.
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remains one of the leading causes of maternal mortality2 and

INTRODUCTION

morbidity worldwide.3 Australia4,5 and other high-resource coun-

Primary postpartum haemorrhage (PPH), defined as a loss of

tries6–8 report a rising incidence in recent decades, along with an

1

increase in severity8–10 and the morbidities associated with major

≥500 mL of blood from the genital tract within 24 h of birth,
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blood loss.4,11,12 The impact of PPH on women and their families
12,13

is also significant.

(Veritas Health Innovation, Melbourne, Australia, available at
http://www.covidence.org) and screened independently in du-

According to current guidelines, the management of PPH re-

plicate by two or more reviewers against the inclusion and ex-

quires clinicians recognise risk indicators and promptly respond

clusion criteria, and conflicts were resolved by a third reviewer.

and treat excessive bleeding.14–17 Diagnosis is challenging: blood

Ethics approval was not applicable as this is a systematic review.

loss is frequently underestimated,

18

and individual risk factors

that are identified in the literature are not always present.14,15,18

We extracted data using the Critical Appraisal and Data
Extraction for Systematic Reviews of Prediction Modelling Studies

For healthcare systems, a risk-stratified approach can better

(CHARMS).25 Data extracted included: source of data; participants;

allocate resources and assist with recommending place of birth

outcome to be predicted; candidate predictors; sample size; miss-

based on level of risk. Identifying absolute risk of the outcome re-

ing data; model development; model performance; model evalua-

quires the use of available data in a prognostic model. Prognostic

tion; results and interpretation. We sought to extract the predictive

models are frequently reported as being overly complex for ev-

performance of each model by using whatever statistical mea-

eryday use.19 As electronic medical records become increasingly

sures they reported. These measures included any summaries of

common, prognostic models could be readily applied in clinical

discrimination and calibration. Discrimination was defined as the

practice20 by automatically extracting data from patient records

extent to which predicted risks discriminate between participants

and calculating risk in real time. Active prognostication could en-

with or without the outcome (PPH), and calibration defined as the

able early intervention and reduce the severity of PPH.

extent to which predicted risks correspond to observed risks.26

Prognostic models are abundant in medicine, but their translation into clinical practice is not common.19 A systematic review of

Data were extracted independently by two reviewers and conflicts
checked by a third.

over 250 prediction models in obstetrics found the vast majority are

Results of the included models are presented with whatever

not used in clinical practice and few report on their performance

measures were used to report performance of the model. Core

or impact on patient outcomes.21 A recent systematic review by

outcome sets for evaluating interventions for PPH have been

Neary et al.22 of predicting risk of PPH as well as the risk of blood

published by Meher and colleagues,27 and although we have not

transfusion, identified 14 prognostic models, although none were

evaluated interventions, we have taken their recommendations

considered ready for clinical use due to high risk of bias, lack of val-

under consideration.

idation (internal and external) and limitations of target populations
not being applicable to the general obstetric population.

We completed risk of bias assessment according to the
Prediction Model Risk of Bias Assessment Tool (PROBAST).26

This systematic review was conducted to establish the existing

Domains that relate to the key methodological concerns of prog-

literature of prognostic models for PPH and inform progress to-

nostic research were assessed. Any discrepancies in risk of bias

ward optimal primary research and translation into clinical prac-

were discussed between the reviewers, and any remaining con-

tice. The aims of this systematic review were to: identify models

flicts were resolved by a third reviewer.

for prediction of PPH; describe the characteristics of the models;
compare their performance; and critically assess the conduct and
reporting of the prediction modelling development methods.

RESULTS
Study selection

MA TERIALS AND METHODS

Our search retrieved 1612 records. Following removal of duplicates and screening of titles and abstracts, 225 full text articles

This review was conducted and reported in accordance with the

were assessed for eligibility (Fig. 1). Initially 19 studies report-

Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analysis

ing a prognostic model for PPH were included. After further

(PRISMA) guidelines23 and was registered with the International

analysis, three were excluded due to having a prognostic model

Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews (PROSPERO), number

predicting risk of severity of PPH28,29 and need for advanced

24

CRD42020136926.

Table S1 shows the inclusion and exclusion

criteria for potentially eligible studies; a protocol was not prepared.

interventional procedures30 once PPH had already been diagnosed. Therefore, 16 studies were included in this review.

Keywords and synonyms were developed (see Table S3), and combinations of the relevant Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) terms,
with truncations, keywords and word variants for ‘postpartum
haemorrhage’, ‘prognostic model’, and ‘risk factors’.

Study characteristics
Of the 16 included studies, nine developed more than one model.

MEDLINE, CINAHL, Embase and the Cochrane Library data-

These studies evaluated different sets of candidate predictors

bases were searched from inception to May 2019, with an up-

such as clinical and radiomic features,31 to separate antenatal pre-

date on 16 March 2020. Reference lists of relevant articles were

dictors and intrapartum,32 or different cut points for haemoglobin

searched manually to identify additional papers. Identified arti-

(Hb) levels.33 In this review, we present the models collectively

cles were uploaded into Covidence systematic review software

according to each study. All the studies included in this review

3
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Identification

Identification of studies via databases and registers

Records identified from database
searching: (n = 1,612)
Additional records identified
through other sources: (n = 70)

Records removed before
screening: n = 0
Duplicate records removed (n =
16)

Records screened
(n = 1,666)

Records excluded
(n = 1,441)

Screening

Full-text articles excluded, with
reasons (n = 209):

Included

Reports assessed for eligibility
(n = 225)

106 Risk factors for
PPH/prognostic factors for
PPH only
32 Wrong outcome
25 No full text available
19 Abstracts
10 Wrong population
7 Duplicates
6 No model/tool for prediction

Studies included in review
(n = 16)

F I G U R E 1 Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analysis (PRISMA) flowchart of included studies. PPH,
postpartum haemorrhage.

reported the development of prediction models (Table S2); of the

from prospective studies.34,35 One study was a retrospective case–

16, only two present development models with external validation

control design36 and another retrospectively analysed data from a

31,33

in independent data.

No studies validating previously devel-

oped models were identified.

previous case–control study.37
The study populations varied across studies (Table 1). Three
studies included any mode of birth,32,36,38 one of these limited

Source of data and participants

their population to women with gestational hypertension or mild
pre-eclampsia.32 Seven studies included women with vaginal birth

Thirteen of the included studies had a retrospective cohort de-

only;33–35,37,39–41 the remaining studies included women with cae-

sign (Table S2) and three were prospective design. One study

sarean birth,31,42–46 three of which limited their populations to

used trial data,

32

two performed a secondary analysis on data

those with abnormalities of the placenta (described as low lying,46

Predict risk of PPH based on prior
hospital admissions for chronic
diseases

Predict risk of major PPH

Predict risk of PPH in women with
gestational hypertension or mild
pre-eclampsia

Predict risk of PPH using available
antenatal and intrapartum variables

A nomogram to predict PPH for
women having NVB at term gestation

Predict risk of PPH using prepartum
fibrinogen levels

Predict severity of PPH based on
fibrinogen levels prior to birth

Predict risk of excessive bleeding

Predict risk of PPH and CPD

Helman et al.
(2015)

Koopmans et al.
(2014)

Prata et al. (2011)

Biguzzi et al. (2012)

Peyvandi et al.
(2012)

Niepraschk-von
Dollen et al. (2016)

Rubio-Alvarez et al.
(2018)

Tsu (1994)

Model

Chen et al. (2011)

Study

Vaginal

Vaginal

Vaginal

Vaginal

Vaginal

Blood loss ≥600 mL after birth

Excessive blood loss measured
as a reduction in Hb >3.5 g/dL
from the start of birth to 24 h
post

Blood loss ≥500 mL, severe PPH
≥1000 mL

Blood loss ≥500 mL after birth

Blood loss ≥500 mL after birth

Blood loss ≥500 mL measured
every 20 min for the first 4 h
following birth

Blood loss >1000 mL within 24 h
following delivery

Any

Vaginal

Major obstetric haemorrhage
defined as transfusion of
≥5 units PRBC within 48 h
following birth

Obstetric haemorrhage
diagnosis and procedure codes
as classified by the 10th revision
of International Classification
of Diseases -Australian
Modification (ICD-10-AM)

Outcome to be predicted

Any

Any

Mode of
birth

TABLE 1 Clinical characteristics of study populations including outcome measurement and sample size

Not applicable

Controls n = 299 CPD
n = 203
PPH n = 151
Singleton, vertex
presentation,
spontaneous onset of
labour

n = 953 (63)

n = 2336 (197)

Singleton pregnancy,
gestation >35 weeks,
NVB, liveborn infant

Not applicable

n = 4461 (1076)

Not applicable

Not applicable

n = 6011 (1435)

n = 689 (106)

Not applicable

n = 52 (52)

n = 1132 (118)

n = 2510 (93)

Not applicable

Not applicable

n = 122 cases
n = 488 controls

n = 53 438 (5047)

Sample size: No. for
validation set, (No.
with outcome)

>18 years, live, singleton
pregnancy at 37+ weeks,
vaginal birth

Women with singleton
pregnancy, term
gestation (≥37 weeks),
NVB, prepartum
fibrinogen levels

Women with singleton
pregnancy, term
gestation (≥37 weeks),
NVB

Singleton, anticipated
vaginal birth, gestation
>36 weeks

Singleton, cephalic
presentation, gestation
36–41 weeks, PIH or
mild PE

All women with major
obstetric haemorrhage
and no documented
coagulation disorders,
matched to controls

All women having their
first baby during study
period

Inclusion criteria

Sample size: No. for
development set,
(No. with outcome)
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Risk score for PPH at CS

Predict risk of developing PPH during
CS

Scoring model to predict massive PPH
for women with placenta praevia

Size of leiomyoma to predict massive
PPH during CS

Neonatal birthweight to predict
massive PPH in women with LLP

A nomogram using radiomic features
and medical history to predict PPH in
women undergoing CS with PAS

Suta et al. (2015)

Dunkerton et al.
(2017)

Lee et al. (2018)

Sei et al. (2018)

Shinohara et al.
(2018)

Wu et al. (2019)

Caesarean

Caesarean

Caesarean

Caesarean

Caesarean

Caesarean

Vaginal

Mode of
birth

EBL >1000 mL during CS

EBL >1500 mL during and up to
2 h following CS

Blood loss ≥1000 mL after CS

Massive PPH defined as one
of the following: blood loss
>2000 mL during surgery;
postpartum transfusion of 4 or
more pints of PRBC; caesarean
hysterectomy; or uterine
embolisation triggered by
postpartum bleeding

Blood loss ≥1000 mL

EBL ≥1000 mL at CS

Blood loss ≥500 mL after birth

Outcome to be predicted

Singleton pregnancies
suspected with
PAS disorders who
underwent MRI for
placenta evaluation,
caesarean birth, and
had recorded EBL and
transfusion protocol

Women with LLP

Not applicable
n = 91 (41)

n = 40 (15)
n = 207 (102)

Not applicable

n = 759 (182)

Women undergoing CS
with no labour prior
to birth, no placental
abnormalities or
haemorrhagic diseases

Not applicable

n = 506 (73)

Singleton, >24 weeks
gestation with placenta
praevia

n = 6058 (NR)

Not applicable

Not applicable

n = 18 172 (2997)

n = 2405 (244)

n = 650 (325)

Sample size: No. for
validation set, (No.
with outcome)

CS birth

Singleton pregnancy at
any gestation with CS

Singleton, vertex
presentation, NVB

Inclusion criteria

Sample size: No. for
development set,
(No. with outcome)

Abbreviations: CPD, cephalopelvic disorder; CS, caesarean section; DM, diabetes mellitus; EBL, estimated blood loss; Hb, haemoglobin; IOL, induction of labour; LLP, low lying placenta; MRI, magnetic
resonance imaging; NR, not reported; NVB, normal vaginal birth; PAS, placenta accrete spectrum; PE, pre-eclampsia; PIH, pregnancy induced hypertension; PPH, postpartum haemorrhage; PRBC,
packed red blood cells.

Risk score for PPH based on medical
history and clinical characteristics

Model

Sittiparn &
Siwadune (2017)

Study

TABLE 1 (Continued)
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placenta accrete spectrum disorder,31 and placenta praevia45). The

algorithm.42 In this study the authors developed a binary decision-

number of participants in the studies ranged from 40 to 53 438.

tree that uses answers from a series of yes/no questions about
clinical characteristics to predict risk of PPH at caesarean.
The presence and handling of missing data was frequently

Outcome to be predicted

omitted from analysis, only Koopmans et al.32 reported using mul-

Although the outcome was primary PPH, there was variation

tiple imputation methods to deal with missing data.

in the measurement or description of this outcome among the
studies (Table 1). One study38 relied on medical record coding of
obstetric haemorrhage using the 10th revision of International

Predictors selected in final models

Classification of Diseases - Australian Modification (ICD-10-AM).

Predictors selected for the models were frequently the same

Four studies32,34,40,41 measured blood loss using a calibrated drape

across the studies. In ten of the 16 studies,31–34,37,39,41,43–45 ma-

or plastic basin, yet their definitions of PPH include ≥500 mL in the

ternal age was selected in the model. Parity was also frequently

first 24 h after birth, ≥500 mL in the first four hours after birth,

selected.32–34,36,37,40–44 The most frequently included test results

and severe PPH as ≥1000 mL. Two studies35,39 described PPH as

were blood tests, measuring fibrinogen levels,35,40 platelets32,41

37

an estimated blood loss (EBL) of ≥500 mL, and one

as ≥600 mL

and haemoglobin.31–33,37,41

after vaginal birth without describing how it was measured. Most
of the studies that included women having a caesarean birth defined PPH as a blood loss ≥1000 mL,31,42–44 and one defined it as

Model evaluation and predictive performance

≥1500 mL within two hours from birth.46 One study defined PPH

Model performance was evaluated using the same dataset

as excessive postpartum blood loss defined as a reduction in Hb

(apparent performance only) for most of the included studies

>3.5 g/dL up to 24 h post-birth.33 One study that was predicting

(Table 2). Three studies32,41,43 reported using internal validation

risk of massive PPH for women with placenta praevia defined their

with bootstrap resampling methods. Koopmans et al.32 also vali-

outcome as any one of the following: EBL ≥2000 mL; transfusion

dated their findings by repeating the analysis with the need for

of ≥4 packed red blood cells (PRBC); caesarean hysterectomy; or

blood transfusion. Two studies31,33 evaluated their models with

45

uterine arterial embolisation triggered by postpartum bleeding.

external validation; Rubio-Alvarez et al.33 used data from the

Another study predicting risk of major obstetric haemorrhage did

same centre from a different period of time (temporal valida-

not report a measured blood loss, rather they assessed their out-

tion), and Wu et al.31 used data from two centres in Zhengzhou,

come as women who had a transfusion of ≥5 units PRBC during

China to develop and validate their models (geographical vali-

hospitalisation for the birth.36

dation). One study42 used a ‘training test split’ by randomly
dividing the data into development and validation samples.
Model performance was most commonly reported in terms of

Candidate predictors

discrimination with 12 of the studies reporting a concordance

The number of candidate predictors ranged 1–20 (Table 2). The

statistic (c-statistic) for their final models. For those report-

types of selected variables included maternal demographics

ing it, the range was 0.502–0.919 (development cohorts), and

(such as maternal age,31–34,37,39,41,43–45 body mass index32,33,39,42,43

0.69–0.84 (validation cohorts). Three studies31,32,36 provided an

41

and maternal weight,

race

44

32,41

and ethnicity

[one study

specified only Asian ethnicity42]); medical and obstetric history
32–34,36,37,40–44

(such as parity,
38,39

diabetes,

hypertensive disorders [pre-existing

Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness of fit test.

31,36,42

Nine studies31,33,34,37,39,40,44–46 reported classification mea-

or devel-

sures of sensitivity and specificity and/or positive and negative

history of caesarean section,
38

assessment of calibration with non-significant findings for the

oped during pregnancy32,39,42]); results from investigations

predictive values.

(laboratory,31–33,35,37,40,41 ultrasound,31,43,45,46 or magnetic reso-

As assessed using the PROBAST26 tool, all studies were rated

nance imaging [MRI] results31); and obstetric variables relating to

high risk of bias overall (Table 3). All studies rated a high risk of

the pregnancy, labour and mode of birth.32–34,36,40–42,44 Predictors

bias for the analysis domain. This was due to use of inappropriate

relating to the third stage of labour included: active manage-

analysis methods or omission of important statistical consider-

ment of the third stage of labour;33,34 time after atony;40 retained

ations. The performance of prediction models is to some extent

placenta;

41

33

and third stage

overestimated when model development and performance as-

abnormality.36 Seven studies included predictors that are known

manual removal of the placenta;

sessment use the same data set; this was the case for all of the

after the birth, such as neonatal birthweight.33,34,40,41,43,44,46

studies except for the two31,33 which used an external dataset for
validation. Risk of bias is also indicated when predictive perfor-

Model development

mance is not reported with both discrimination and calibration.
Twelve of the included studies did not report measures of cali-

Multivariable logistic regression was used in all studies except

bration. Ten studies did not account for model overfitting and

for one which used a non-parametric recursive partitioning

optimism with internal validation. The handling of missing data

Predict risk of PPH based on prior
hospital admissions for chronic
diseases

Predict risk of major PPH

Predict risk of PPH in women with
gestational hypertension or mild
preeclampsia

Predict risk of PPH using available
antenatal and intrapartum
variables

A nomogram to predict PPH
for women having NVB at term
gestation

Predict risk of PPH using
prepartum fibrinogen levels

Helman et al.
(2015)

Koopmans et al.
(2014)

Prata et al.
(2011)

Biguzzi et al.
(2012)

Peyvandi et al.
(2012)

Model

Chen et al.
(2011)

Study

Fibrinogen level

Maternal age, maternal weight, parity,
Hb, platelets, neonatal birthweight,
placental weight, vacuum extraction,
Kristellar manoeuvre, lacerations,
episiotomy, retained placental, and
ethnicity

Maternal age >30, literacy, parity, ANC,
Hx of PPH, Hx obstetric complications,
intact membranes, anaemia, cervical
dilation on admission, type of birth,
episiotomy, augmentation, complete
placental expulsion, vaginal tears,
neonatal birthweight, length of stages
of labour, AMTSL

Maternal age, parity, smoking, BMI,
ethnicity, education level, previous
abortion, BP and laboratory results,
diagnosis or gestational hypertension
or PE, gestational age, pain relief,
duration of 1st and 2nd stages
of labour, use of prostaglandins,
oxytocin, magnesium sulfate, onset
of labour, mode of delivery, perineal
rupture or episiotomy

Grand multiparity, previous CS, ≥3
miscarriages, multiple pregnancy, IOL,
instrumental delivery, CS, 3rd stage
abnormality

ICD-10-AM diagnosis and procedure
codes for 8 chronic diseases:
cardiac disease, chronic kidney
disease, asthma/chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease, psychiatric
disorders, pre-existing hypertension,
pre-existing diabetes, thyroid
disorders, and autoimmune disease

Selected candidate predictors

Evaluation

NR

Calibration
plot
demonstrated
overall good
performance

Apparent performance only

Internal validation by
resampling (bootstrap) 200
replicates

NR

Development:
GOF (P = 0.26
antepartum);
GOF (P = 0.36
intrapartum)
Validation:
GOF (P = 0.82
antepartum);
GOF (P = 0.54
intrapartum)

Internal validation by
resampling (bootstrap) and
repeat analysis with need
for blood transfusion

Apparent performance only

GOF
(P = 0.646)

NR

Calibration

Apparent performance only

Apparent performance only

TABLE 2 Selected predictors, evaluation and performance of the models; overall risk of bias rating

(Continues)

High

High

0.70 (after correcting for
optimism)

0.51 (0.49–0.53)

High

High
Development: 0.59 (0.53–0.64,
antepartum)
0.64 (0.59–0.70, intrapartum)
Validation: 0.69 (0.62–0.77,
antepartum)
0.75 (0.68–0.81, intrapartum)

NR

High

High

Overall
risk of
bias

0.919 (0.890–0.48)

0.624

Performance discrimination,
c-statistic (95% CI)

B. L. Carr et al.
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Fibrinogen, parity, birthweight
>4000 g, genital tract laceration, time
after atony, instrumental delivery,
episiotomy

Predict severity of PPH based on
fibrinogen levels prior to birth

Predict risk of excessive bleeding

Predict risk of PPH and CPD

Risk score for PPH based on
medical history and clinical
characteristics

Risk score for PPH at CS

Predict risk of developing PPH
during CS

Scoring model to predict massive
PPH for women with placenta
praevia

Size of leiomyoma to predict
massive PPH during CS

Niepraschk-von
Dollen et al.
(2016)

Rubio-Alvarez et
al. (2018)

Tsu (1994)

Sittiparn &
Siwadune
(2017)

Suta et al.
(2015)

Dunkerton et al.
(2017)

Lee et al. (2018)

Sei et al. (2018)

NR

Apparent performance only

NR

Apparent performance only

Internal validation by
resampling (bootstrap) of
1000 replicates

Maternal age ≥35, antepartum
bleeding, non-cephalic presentation,
complete placenta praevia,
anterior placenta, multiple lacunae,
uteroplacental hypervascularity
Maternal age >35, BMI ≥25 kg/m2,
gestation ≥38 weeks, primipara,
neonatal birth weight ≥2500 g, volume
of largest leiomyoma ≥175 cm3,
number of leiomyomas ≥3

NR

NR

NR

NR

Apparent performance only

Apparent performance only

NR

NR

Calibration

External (same centre in a
different time period)

Apparent performance only

Evaluation

Training test split

Placenta praevia, previous CS, APH,
BMI ≥35, emergency CS, Asian
ethnicity, multiple pregnancy, grand
multiparity, PIH/PE

Maternal age ≥35, race (Asian other
than Thai), multiparity, placenta
praevia, neonatal birthweight ≥4000 g,
emergency CS, abnormal 2nd stage
of labour, cervical dilatation at time
of birth

Maternal age ≥35, pre-pregnancy BMI
≥25 kg/m2, PIH, Type 2 DM

Maternal age >35, low parity (0,
1), poor obstetric outcome last
pregnancy, antenatal Hb <12 g/dL,
antenatal hospitalisation for obstetric
condition

Instrumental birth, AMTSL, manual
removal of placenta, episiotomy,
primiparity, neonatal birth weight,
maternal age, length of first and
second stages of labour, antepartum
Hb

Selected candidate predictors

Model

Study

TABLE 2 (Continued)

NR

0.856

NR

0.647 (0.61–0.68)

0.660 (0.54–0.78)

NR

Development: 0.90 (0.86–0.94,
final model, Hb <8 g/dL)
Validation: 0.84 (0.74–0.93 final
model Hb <8 g/dL)

0.502 (0.433–0.570, ≥500 mL
EBL)
0.665 (0.548–0.782, ≥1000 mL
EBL)

Performance discrimination,
c-statistic (95% CI)

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

Overall
risk of
bias

8
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Abbreviations: AMTSL, active management of the third stage of labour; ANC, antenatal care; APH, antepartum haemorrhage; BMI, body mass index; BP, blood pressure; CPD, cephalopelvic disorder; CS, caesarean section; DM, diabetes mellitus; EBL, estimated blood loss; GOF, goodness of fit; Hb, haemoglobin; Hx, history; ICD-10-AM, International Classification of Diseases - Australian
Modification; IOL, induction of labour; LLP, low lying placenta; NVB, normal vaginal birth; NR, not reported; PAS, placenta accrete spectrum; PE, pre-eclampsia; PIH, pregnancy induced hypertension;
PPH, postpartum haemorrhage.

High
Development: 0.888 (0.844–
0.933, clinic-radiomic model)
Validation: 0.832 (0.746–0.913,
clinic-radiomic model)
Development:
GOF
(P = 0.181)
Validation:
GOF
(P = 0.165)
Maternal age, number of previous
CS, Hb value prior to CS, radiomic
signature
Wu et al. (2019)

A nomogram using radiomic
features and medical history to
predict PPH in women undergoing
CS with PAS

External, one other centre in
China, 3-fold cross validation

High
0.74
NR
Apparent performance only
Neonatal birthweight
Neonatal birthweight to predict
massive PPH in women with LLP
Shinohara et al.
(2018)

Study

TABLE 2 (Continued)

Model
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was omitted in the majority of studies; only one study reported
using multiple imputation for missing variables in their methodology.32 In the participant domain of the PROBAST26 tool Tsu37 and
Helman et al.36 were both rated high risk of bias for using non-
nested case–control design. Lee et al.45 and Sei et al.43 rated high
risk of bias for the predictor domain, as both relied on predictors
that required subjective interpretation by different assessors.
Four studies34,41,44,46 rated high risk of bias for using predictors
that may not be available at the time the model is intended to
be used (eg neonatal birthweight and placental weight). Peyvandi
et al.35 relied on a predictor that was not assessed in the same
way for all participants, therefore was also rated high risk of bias.
Tsu37 was classified as unclear as we were unable to determine if
predictor assessments were made without knowledge of the outcome data or if all predictors were available at the time the model
was intended to be used.

DISCUSSION
We found 16 papers reporting the development of prognostic
studies for PPH. Evaluation of performance and clinical impact is
limited, as most of the models were not externally validated. All of
the models had high risk of bias, in terms of validity and applicability, according to the PROBAST26 criteria. Highlighted concerns
include the selection of predictors, mostly in relation to how they
were selected (such as from univariate analysis) and their poor
applicability as some are not routinely available data (such as MRI
results) and the inclusion of variables that are known after PPH
has most likely occurred (such as neonatal birthweight).
For a prognostic model to be usable in the clinical setting, all
the included predictors need to be available at the time the model
is intended to be used (the time of prediction)26 and the model
needs to undergo wide external validation because models without appropriate validation tend to be biased by overestimating
the relative performance.25 Most studies identified in this review
did not specify at what time point the model should be used, although Koopmans et al.32 developed two models, one using antenatal variables, and one combining antenatal with intrapartum
variables. They evaluated the performance of their model with resampling techniques (bootstrap) and validated this with the need
for blood transfusion. Prata et al.34 also developed a version of
antenatal and intrapartum models but combined these with the
components of active management of the third stage of labour
(AMTSL) to determine which has the greatest impact on PPH. This
paper, like many of the included studies in this review, did not
validate the performance of the model.
Some of the studies included in this review were not explicitly
reported as prognostic model studies. Development of a multivariable prognostic model involves the following steps:47 identifying the important predictors, assigning relative weights to each
predictor, estimating the model's predictive performance through
calibration and discrimination and its potential for optimism
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using internal validation techniques, and adjusting for overfitting.
Chen et al.

38

externally validated in different clinical settings to determine

aimed to examine the effects of increased ascertain-

transportability and feasibility. If prognostic models are de-

ment on modelling of risk factors for obstetric haemorrhage by

veloped following these steps, then this may translate to early

looking at chronic disease history in medical records; they did not

detection and appropriate management of PPH and improve

assign weights to predictors or evaluate their performance; nor

outcomes for women.

did Peyvandi et al.

35

and Niepraschk-von Dollen et al.

40

who both

evaluated the relationship between PPH and antenatal fibrinogen
levels. Helman et al.36 evaluated modifiable and non-modifiable
risk factors for major obstetric haemorrhage; they calibrated

A C K NO W L ED G EM ENT S
We would like to acknowledge the assistance of Dr. Ensieh Fooladi.

their model using the Hosmer-Lemeshow test for logistic regression, and they used a case–control design, neither of which are
recommended for the development of a prognostic model.25 The
above-mentioned studies did not explicitly aim to build a predic-

F U ND ING
This study received no external or specific source funding.

tive model for clinical use, although they followed some but not
all of the required steps. In addition to Prata et al.,34 another six
studies37,39,42,44–46 aimed to develop a model to predict PPH but
did not validate the performance of the model.
The strengths of this review include prospectively registering
in PROSPERO prior to conducting the search of the literature.
Secondly, the search strategy was thorough and used reliable
tools such as CHARMS25 and PROBAST26 to guide a critically evaluative approach. The analysis of the data extracted, and assessment of risk of bias and applicability were systematic. We relied
on a universally accepted definition of primary PPH1 and only
included models predicting excessive postpartum blood loss. We
did not include studies predicting risk of blood transfusion as this
may or may not be as a result of PPH. This ensured we did not
include models predicting the effectiveness of interventions and
treatment for PPH. Furthermore, this review was able to identify
models that were not identified in a previous published review.22
The findings of this review are limited by the quality of the
included studies. Overfitting and optimistic estimates of performance is a concern with most of the studies included in this review as ten of the studies quantified the predictive ability of their
models in the same data used for the development of the model.
Although all the included studies had the same outcome to be
predicted, nuances in the definitions and timing of measurement
meant that PPH included the following variances: visual estimation of blood loss, measured by volume in a calibrated drape, or
a reduction in haemoglobin levels following blood loss. Timing of
the measurement included two hours after the birth, four hours,
or within 24 h after the birth. This is a source of heterogeneity
across the studies. Variance in the target population has made
applicability challenging; specific populations such as those with
placental abnormalities or hypertensive disorders do not represent the general obstetric population.
This review was unable to identify any prognostic models
that are ready for clinical application. We recommend future
research in two steps: firstly, prognostic models must be developed and reported according to the Transparent Reporting
of a multivariable prediction model for Individual Prognosis or
Diagnosis (TRIPOD)48 guidelines to improve transparency and
clinical usefulness of the model. Secondly, the models must be
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